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Background / Objective
Over the past decade, mobile-based interventions have been increasingly used for health behaviour change, to 
foster the self-management of people with diabetes. However, the effectiveness of such interventions varied due to 
methodological quality of the studies and use of additional methods that may promote behaviour change. This 
study reviewed systematic review articles to assess the effectiveness and best practice of mobile-based 
interventions for achieving health-related behaviour change in diabetes.
Methods
We considered systematic reviews (SRs), and meta-analyses that were published since 2006 in peer-reviewed 
journals or the Cochrane Library, in which mobile-based interventions were the only or one of the main 
interventions under study. Out of 366 retrieved records from our electronic search, 19 systematic reviews were 
eligible and included in this review.   
Results
The most common mobile-based interventions were various kinds of text-messaging (tailored, reminder, 
educational, unidirectional, and bidirectional SMS), and smartphone apps. Adherence to medication (12SRs), 
Physical activities (10 SRs), and diet (5 SRs) were the common health behaviour outcomes that were assessed. 
Most studies (10 SRs) reported a significant improvement on adherence to medication, but two SRs did not report 
clear effect. Significantly improved in diabetes physical activity was reported in two SRs, whereas eight SRs report 
didn't mention a significant effect. Tailored or Personalized text messaging was commonly used for improving 
adherence to medication. The combination of interactive Web site and text messaging (as a reminder or feedback) 
the effective in improving physical activity in diabetes. The Social Cognitive Theory, and Health Belief Model, were 
used as the theoretical basis in several SRs. Duration of the interventions ranged from 3 to 52 weeks. 
Conclusion
Mobile-based interventions, especially personalized text-messaging have successfully improved medication 
adherence and promoting healthy diet but its role in improving physical activity was not conclusive.
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